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Tomahawk Writer’s Company Profile 

 

 

Home: 

 

 

Contact the Expert Team from Tom Hawk- The Leading Translation and Writing Platform. 

 

We offer the vast variety of services including translation, transcription, content and essay over 

the web. Our company presents provides incredible service for our reputable customers.  We are 

consistently supporting business and educational clients who are searching for independent 

contractors for the completion of their projects.  When you need to translate your documents, 

you want to transcribe audio files from one language to another, we can give you best services by 

using different sources of different intricacy levels and topical areas, including scholastic and 

non-scholarly subjects. 

We offer you to turn your projects into a piece of our experts and to get as much translated files 

and written assignments as possible achieve. We can transform your ideas and information into 

steady facts. 

Many students are struggling over the web that needs assistance with their educational essay 

papers, research reports thesis, and dissertations of their expositions. Our content writers provide 

creative writing to write articles and blog writing according to customers’ requirements and 

instructions. 
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About the US 
 

 

TomHawk is an online translation and writing organization. Since 2012, we have attempted to 

guarantee the most excellent scales of services and offer steady services in translation and 

transcription areas. We esteem our clients, guarantee research scope, and ensure timely delivery. 

We [provide translation and transcription in business and medical fields in different languages.  

 

TomHawk is interpretation HUB is another age translation administrations organization devoted 

to giving practical, precise and secure sound/video translation and transcription services. We 

influence trend-setting innovation and smart writing services to deliver fully prepared order to 

our customers over the globe.  

 

Tomhawk HUB is a customer service website and our staff is available 24/7 to serve and fulfil 

the needs of our customers. Our company runs by the smart HR team and expert translators 

/writers. We ideally influence these assets to decipher as well as interpret your significant 

archives with speed and precision.  

 

Our Transcription services spread a few regions including sound/video general translation, 

legitimate interpretation, clinical translation, instructive translation, protection/agents' translation 

among others. 
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Our Translation services are likewise utilized by business companies around the globe. We can 

consistently change over a wide scope of reports in more than 35+ global dialects. We 

additionally give multilingual video Subtitling administration, which permits makers and editors 

to add unknown dialect captions to their recordings. 

 

Transcribing is a fundamental thing for viewers or journalists who are hard of hearing or in need 

of hearing aid for expert's interviews. We transcript verbally expressed words and synchronize 

the words with audio cues and other non-discourse components of the video. 

 

Services: 

 

TamHawk services are made normally for the business customers, companies, journalists, health 

professionals and students of college and university levels. In these services translation, 

transcription, academic writing/editing/proofreading and content/blog writing are included. 

 

Transcription 

It essentially involves the change of an audio feed to text that is called transcription. These 

services are often difficult with the production of any multilingual video/audio content and it is 

not an easy task. We do transcribe the text, once it has done it can be captioned right away for 

the hearing reduced or as an instrument for those who do not know the original audio feed’s 

vocal version of the language or those who prefer to see the written form of the spoken language 

of an audio file in the source language to balance the audio stream. 

We provide transcribed material that may also be used as the basis of the subsequent translations 

into different languages. TomHawk Translations has an expert team devoted to transcribing 

audio content for use in the concluding post-production and translation procedure. 
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At  TomHawk transcription Hub, all our transcription projects are managed by professional 

human transcribers. We have specialization in transcription services for academia level, legal and 

healthcare professions, media, official, and businesses. 

No matter your business or area of expertise, Transcription Hub provides fast, accurate 

transcripts of meetings, conferences, interviews, videos, and much more. 

We operate in multi-languages, i.e. French, Spanish, Swedish, and Norwegian, Finnish, Danish, 

English and German. Our multilingual transcribers perform transcription projects who have vast 

experience with providing text-to-text, audio-to-text, or verbatim transcription at a rational price.  

Subtitle and Captioning Services: Mounting the importance of transcribing TomHawk experts 

understand it and with increasing the importance of ADA-compliance online, having a 

video/audio without a supplementary text transcription means you’re strictly limiting your 

potential understanding and business needs. TomHawk transcription Hub has wide-ranging 

experience transcribing and translating videos into readable, searchable text documents in many 

formats. 

TomHawk not only transcribes but also providing the services of subtitling and captioning that 

can be delivered in multiple formats, languages, and within given time deadline including 

competitively priced and with final accuracy reaching 99.9%. 

Research and Academics Transcription: TomHawk assists researchers, students, and teachers 

translate their recorded materials to numerical or written text, making it easier to find and 

analyze data when it's wanted most. We offer promotional and discounted pricing for academies 

Medical Transcription: Our experienced, professional medical transcribers follow and make 

sure for accuracy and confidentiality of HIPAA-compliance with guaranteed satisfaction. For the 

convenience of customers, Tomhowk transcription Hub provides a toll-free phone-in dictation 

structure to the physician. We offer 15 days free Medical Transcription Services as well for our 

valued customers. 
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Legal and Law Enforcement Transcription: Not only lawyers but also law enforcement 

officials, and private detectives trust Our transcription services to get professional transcriptions 

of case files, recorded interviews, and taped testimonies. 

 

Types of Transcription 

We have aimed at TomHawk is to provide transcript service of all types and in different 

languages to provide you with the best solution for all your transcription needs. Our 

transcriptionist handles the following types of transcriptions: media, television, digital audio and 

video production, interviews, phone calls, lectures, speeches, conference calls, podcasts, focus 

groups, seminars, panel discussions, multi-person interviews, research interviews, documentary 

interviews, legal and judicial proceedings. Along with these services, we also provide 

transcription facilities in prescribed languages with assured accuracy and error-free transcribed 

text.    

 

Translation 

 

Our multilingual professionals’ are the one who only ever translate into their mother tongue, 

ensuring confident, natural-sounding results as per clients’ demands and needs. Although, 

professional translation entails proficiency and knowledge our translators know their challenging 

areas such as legal, academic, technical, engineering and medical, where the target delivery 

accuracy is of vital importance. These projects are done by our expert translators who are 

specialized in such fields. Once the translation is done then out translators' managers carefully 

review and analyze the source file with the translated file for correctly matching it with a 

translator. The main feature of this activity is to ensure these projects are distinct from the 

general type of translations that they involve impeccable command of unconventional 
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terminology and research. Our translations managers’ proofread and edit carefully review the 

translations for the assurance and meet our quality standards. 

TomHawk Translations has a separate dedicated team to provide high-quality and cost-efficient 

translation services. Contrasting to other translation companies, TomHawk Translations has the 

unique capability of transcribing and translating media of all types and in different languages. 

From extremely multipart legal content to technical medical papers and documents, TomHawk 

Translations has native translators to provide you with the services of translation from one 

language to another you need at the most affordable prices in the industry. As with all of the 

services TomHawk offers, we do follow strict confidentiality and quality standards. 

Our Translation Hub is the preferred provider to over 500+ clients worldwide and is reliable by 

the most trustworthy organizations in the world. Whether you need commercial, legal, medical, 

educational, or customer service-related transcription services, no need to think because 

TomHawk is your cost-effective, reliable solution. 

 

Translation Languages 

We provide quality translations at unbeatable prices in global languages, i/.e. German, French, 

Finnish, Spanish, Polish, Romanian, Greek, Thai, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian. We are always 

thankful to our team of highly-qualified translators for providing such a great service. We 

promise correct, natural-sounding texts by only ever using native-speaking specialists, and 

confirming each document is revised according to strict quality assurance procedures before 

delivery.  We cover a vast range of market sectors, content formats, and file types. There is no 

major field in which we are not providing translation services, the main domains are from 

medical to legal, marketing to finance. 

If you are an academic researcher or scholar and want to translate any PDf file or a published 

journal into your native language for better understanding, you can ping TomHawk translation 

services.  Our translators know that abstracts of any research work play an important role in 
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communication your research to the world. Good abstracts lessen the chance of your paper 

getting unaccepted. We follow 2 steps translation/transcription process in which we assign first 

assign projects paper of the customer, to our native-speaking experts who translate the abstract 

that clearly conveys the theme and it also saves the time and effort of preparing your abstract.  

 

If you're a businessman or a company and want to translate a manuscript or a dialogue from one 

language into another language, our best translation services will not disappoint at all. We use 

two-phase transcription/translation process promotes a clarity that is required for higher-quality 

output matching audio translation/transcription, which makes it sure the step of translation of 

each line and paragraph of the original language. The two-phase method is particularly important 

for legal stuff such as court and police records, as it ensures a higher quality level. 

 

 

Translation of all top languages 

 

 

At TomHawk, we bring you exclusive cooperation of technology familiarized, highly 

experienced language experts, and multi-layered quality processes for all your business and 

scholarly translation needs, making sure that your research gets the target it deserves. Whatever 

your need may be, our team of professionals is here to make sure that your paper is not just 

translated, but also handled in such a way that it maintains its quality and spirit. 

 

➢ German 

➢ French 

➢ Finnish 
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➢ Spanish 

➢ Polish 

➢ Romanian 

➢ Greek 

➢ Thai 

➢ Danish 

➢ Swedish 

➢ Norwegian. 

 

Journal Papers 

For authors, who want to translate their papers, abstracts, case reports, and manuscripts for 

conference presentations or literature reviews for easy reference to get published in international 

journals can avail our services. 

Other General Documents 

We provide cost-effective solutions for all kinds of non-academic papers like consumer manuals, 

website content, financial reports, articles, letters, blogs or personal statements. 

Large Projects 

We are also offering custom solutions for large scale projects such as books, theses, textbooks, 

syllabus, web content or business reports. 

 

 

 

Content writing 
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To getting help with your website content at TomHawk , you need to take a quick visit to our 

website and get familiarize with our services. We provide top-quality content for articles, blog 

writing, sales copy and email writing.  If you are looking for unique content/ copywriting 

services with a proven record in business writing for other companies, you can get our services 

without any delay. Our experts do content writing in these fields:  

• Writing blog posts 

• Poems 

• Fiction stories 

• Literary analysis 

• Creative copy 

Our content writers produce creative work with the non-plagiarized written material and suitable 

grammar for your niche. Every written content is verified by our editors’ team before it is 

delivered to customers, which means that our experts’ team puts effort to provide you with good 

content. Throughout the years, we’ve acquired a huge database of customers ensuring hundreds 

of jobs available every week. You won’t face stiff competition over each job, as you can choose 

from a wide range of topics and types of work. 

Our creative writers have excellent writing skill, but attention to detail, and follow customer 

requirements. Our copywriters design a unique sales copy on this real-time platform, we strive to 

make customers experience with us enjoyable and comfortable. Once you’ve uploaded your 

order, you’ll get access to our customer support team where you can conveniently leave your 

document with related required, our customer support will assist you in making an order and its 

return time as per of your demand. 

We provide content writing for the different range of subjects including medical, business, 

finance and environmental sciences.  We promise high-quality content with these perks: 

• Orders delivered on time 

• Following the brief requested to each job 

• 100% original content 

• Well-structured and referenced writing 
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• Only credible sources 

Article writing can be not so easy but our content writers make it easy with fun by providing eye-

catching your content for your blog/website. 

 

Skilled Experts for SEO Writing Content 

Search engine optimization or SEO as it is commonly referred to as an essential tool for 

companies in need of building their online presence. Our experts know what Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO) is, and how is it beneficial to the type of business.  This is among the most 

asked questions by companies that are either building their website or in the redesign phase. 

Search engine optimization can feel like an intimidating task, but it does not have to be what 

holds you back from being recognized online. 

Nonetheless, most companies do not yet fully realize the benefits of search engine optimization 

or do not have a great SEO expert readily available. However, we offer these services and these 

companies can still make some changes that will help them get noticed by even more search 

engine users worldwide. SEO is fundamentally a process that optimizes your website in an 

attempt to entice more organic and unpaid traffic from different search results. Our SEO experts 

alter the website content by using common phrases that search engine users commonly use. 

Our SEO service has been successful for most companies because search engines want to offer 

high-quality services to their users, i.e., the delivery of relevant results that are not only high-

quality but also fit the description to what the client is searching for. Our experts produce a 

search engine that goes through content from various sites for the different topics and keywords 

to provide the most appropriate results first. Therefore, the need for a search engine optimized 

site is on the rise, and this is precisely why the customers prefer to hire our SEO services. 

 

Blog Writing 
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TomHawk provides the services of blog/ article writing you probably have lots of free time that 

you would rather use productively. Writers take projects related to different niches about which 

they are sure to provide quality content in a great way of boosting their writing skills. We not 

only provide web site content but also blog writing, email writing and sales copy of your 

business product/idea.  

 

 

 

Academic writing 

Tomhawk presents the services in the academic writing field, i.e. essay writing, research papers, 

report, business writing, thesis and dissertations. Your manuscripts need to be consistent and by 

the submission requirements of your target journal. With their extensive experience in formatting 

styles such as APA, MLA, ACS and AMA, our editors ensure your papers are ready for 

publication down to the very last detail.  

Getting help in your academic and essay writing is easy and simple. All you need to do is to fill 

out the contact form, take a visit to price plan, upload your document, and get registered with 

your first order at TomHawk. We are on the viewpoint for students and PhD scholars who want 

consistent quality work without any plagiarism and timely delivery while meeting the highest 

levels of standard. 

Our subject matter specialized tutors provide help to students in a wide range of subjects 

including Business, Math, Economics, Accounting, Law, Taxation, Nursing and Statistics etc. 

We support students with paid writing essays. TomHawk is a great platform for talented writers 

as well connects with hundreds of students that need high-quality academic content for a wide 

range of topics. That’s right; a large number of students of all levels go to our website to get 

assistance with their projects. It includes everything academic-related: from poems to long 
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papers. The best part is that we assign different orders to different highly qualified academic 

tutors who do work hard and assist students in preparing their assignments and exam preparation. 

We are the forefront company where writers also earn a reasonable income in the comfort of 

their home. Not only scholars can get written essays online, but also ask for their exam courses 

training in the academic writing industry. We also provide help book reviews, PowerPoint 

presentations, thesis topics 

 

Proofreading/Editing 

TomHawk is not only providing academic writing service but also proofread/edit the text with 

different phrases and words without changing content and meaning. The process of proof-

reading consumes time to read all the text and individual phrases while preserving accuracy 

requires both perfect commands of the source and target language and technical skill in this field. 

Our eligible proof-readers/editors who perform the editing process are categorized into their area 

of the subject and complete editing processes in their area of expertise. 

Our editors provide their services in making corrections such as grammar, writing rules, and 

format by preserving the context and meaning of the source file. This method requires extensive 

knowledge of grammar and writing rules which our editors already have. 

Some- time a non-English native author wants to submit a research article in international journals but 

they require an editing certificate from at the time of submission. To assist, to continue more seamless 

publishing journey, we help the researchers and students by issuing such certificates for documents that 

have already been proofread. 

 

 

Why Choose Us? 
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Tomhawk translation and writing company offers a variety of services according to our understanding of 

the diverse needs of modern businesses in a technological world.  As your transcription assistance 

partner, you can rest confirmed that your project will be completed by a native-speaking translator 

/transcriber and subject-expert writer who has at least 5 years’ experience in the industry before being 

checked and recommended by a second expert, ensuring accuracy and reliability. You can find out what 

our clients think and say by reading our customer reviews on Google. 

 

 

Privacy Policy 

 

Your privacy is the first preference for us. Therefore, we have developed these terms and 

conditions in our policy for you to realize how we collect, use, communicate and disclose and 

make use of personal information. The following outlines our privacy policy. 

• Before asking your personal information, we will identify the purposes for which 

information is being collected. 

• We will use your collected personal information only to fulfil those terms specified by us 

and for other general purposes, unless we obtain the agreement of the individual 

concerned or as required by law. 

• We will only keep personal information as long as necessary for the completion of the 

submitted order. 

• We will collect personal information as per law with the permission of the individual 

concerned. 

• Personal data must not be disclosed to any third party so it should be relevant to the 

purposes for which it is to be used, and, to the equal necessary to complete for those 

purposes, personal information should be accurate, complete, and up-to-date. 

• We will provide a guarantee to customers for protection of personal information by sound 

security precautions against unlawful access, disclosure, copying, use or modification.  
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